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Morton Dean Joyce: Fish and Game Hall of Famer – Part One
Morton Dean Joyce is known for being the greatest revenue stamp collector of all time. When one thinks of
Joyce they usually think of his wonderful general U.S. governmental revenue collection and especially his
private die match and medicine stamps – truly collections for the ages. Not so well known is that Morton,
or Mort as he was known to his friends, had a tremendous state revenue collection and aggressively pursued
fish and game stamps. If it were not for Mort, many of the greatest fish and game rarities in our hobby would
not exist today.
Morton Dean Joyce was born on March 19, 1900 in Saint Paul, MN. Mort was the son of William B. Joyce, a
New York stock broker and for many years the Northwestern Manager of the National Surety Company. When
Mort was three years old, his father was named president of the large bonding company (see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1. SIGN FOR A DETECTIVE AGENCY, BONDED BY NATIONAL SURETY COMPANY.

Mort became fascinated with stamp collecting when he was around eight years old. Records show that when
he was 14, he joined the American Philatelic Society. After graduating form high school, Mort attended
Princeton University in New Jersey and his family began to winter in California. After graduating from
Princeton, Mort became a stock broker and later would have a seat on the New York Stock Exchange.
All during this time, Mort kept up with his passion, stamp collecting.
While his revenue collections would eventually consume much of his time, Mort also collected European
stamps, classic U.S. postage stamps, booklet panes (one day becoming President of the Booklet Pane
Society), precancels and Christmas seals.
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In 1926, Mort exhibited portions of his British Empire collection at the second International Philatelic Exhibition
in New York City (see Figure 2). This experience allowed Mort to discover that attempting to compete for the
top awards – internationally – with British material would be rough going.

FIGURE 2. THE FIRST U.S. SOUVENIR SHEET WAS PRINTED FOR
THE SECOND INTERNAL PHILATELIC EXHIBITION, HELD IN NEW YORK IN 1926.

It was at this time that he started thinking of specializing in U.S. revenue stamps, a field where he could
perhaps put together more powerful exhibits and, ultimately, be more successful.
In 1928, Mort attended a precancel club meeting at Hoover Brothers Publishers in NYC. It was at this meeting
that Mort would meet Louis K. Robbins and John R. Boker, Jr. Robbins and Boker were avid collectors of
pre-cancels at this time. It should be noted that Robbins was just16 years old and Boker 15 at the time of this
meeting.
All three men would would remains friends for life, become famous philatelists and in the case of Robbins,
he would later become a legendary New York stamp dealer, auctioneer and agent. Two of his biggest clients
would be the young collectors he met at that meeting in 1928, Mort Joyce and John Boker.
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After Mort’s death in 1989, it was Robbins who was named in his will to advise the executor of his estate on the
disposition of his philatelic holdings. When the collection was initially sold, it was to a partnership comprised of
Boker, Andy Levitt and Stanley Richmond.
In 1931 Mort published one of his first articles, on precancels, in The American Philatelist and a few years later,
exhibited many of his different collections, now including revenues, at the 1934 National Stamp Exhibition in
New York City. This was one of the grand stamp shows of the 20th Century and was celebrated by issuing the
popular Byrd Antarctic Expedition souvenir sheet (see Figure 3).

FIGURE 3. BYRD SOUVENIR SHEET ISSUED FOR
THE 1934 NATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION IN NEW YORK.
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The souvenir sheet was based on a design suggested by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, an avid stamp
collector. Coincidentally, one of the best photos of Mort that I could find for this post features Eleanor
Roosevelt, Mort and Thomas Steinway viewing a philatelic exhibit of free franked envelopes by First Ladies
(see Figure 4).

FIGURE 4. ELEANOR ROOSEVELT POINTS OUT AN EXAMPLE OF HER FREE FRANK IN THE EXHIBIT
TO MORTON DEAN JOYCE (CENTER), AND THOMAS E. STEINWAY.
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Specialized in Collecting all U.S. Revenues
Although Mort continued his various collecting interests, in the early 1930s he began to focus on collecting
revenue stamps. Mosts collectors, when settling into a vast field such as U.S. revenues, develop a particular
interest and begin to specialize. The same can be said of Mort – he became particularly interested in and
specialized in collecting all of them.
He would continue his quest for six decades, establishing a huge network of contacts and maintaining an
extensive correspondence during this entire period. Mort had an eye for quality, a vision for building a
transcendent collection and he was not afraid to write a check.
According to Robbins, “In creating his collection, Mr. Joyce sought out every aspect of his chosen field,
developing every area to the fullest. Nothing that could remotely relate to revenues, even the the most minute
or, to some, trivial, item was too insignificant for him to include. His interests led him to many collateral areas,
particularly plate varieties, proofs, essays and cancellations of every kind”.
One of the fundamental tenets of Joyce’s collecting is that multiples should be saved from destruction
(separation) and preserved for posterity. Often the Joyce collection included the largest or only known multiple.
When we get to the fish and game part of this story we shall see the impact this penchant has had on our
hobby.
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Mort was also very meticulous and well organized. Much of his collection was mounted on album pages that
were carefully written up by hand (see Figure 5). The pages were then arranged in Frank Godden albums of
the highest quality. The private die portion of the collection alone, commonly referred to as “match and
medicines” were housed in 60 such albums and all of the stamp albums were kept in a large room in his
New York City apartment that he dedicated to philately.

FIGURE 5. HAND LETTERED PAGE FROM THE JOYCE COLLECTION.
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The “Match and Medicines”
Although Mort loved all revenues and pursued them all with much enthusiasm, there was one part of of his
revenue collection that stood out from all the rest, the private die proprietary stamps that were issued from the
fall of 1862 to the summer of 1883.
There were five different kinds of private die stamps: canned fruit; matches; medicine; perfume and playing
cards. Since the two largest groups (by far) were produced for match and medicine companies, they have
become known (both affectionately and inaccurately) as match and medicine stamps. In much the same way,
federal waterfowl stamps are commonly referred to as “duck stamps”.
The private die stamps resulted from the Revenue Act of 1862 to raise badly needed funds for the Civil War.
This was the same act that established the Commissioner of Internal Revenue (the head of the IRS) and it was
signed into law by Abraham Lincoln on July 1, 1862.
The federal government was to provide regular (generic) revenue stamps to be affixed to all kinds of products,
including those listed above, and the office for the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, George S. Boutwell,
solicited bids to print the stamps. In August of 1862, the contract was awarded to the Butler and Carpenter firm
of Philadelphia.
The following is a short description of the Butler and Carpenter operation found in Philadelphia and Its
Manufactures, published by Edwin T. Freedley in 1867:
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Among the first U.S. revenue stamps engraved and printed by Butler and Carpenter (known among collectors
as “first issues”) was the the ornate $200 high value in 1864 (see Figure 6). This stamp has the distinction of
being the first bi-colored stamp printed in the U.S.

FIGURE 6. THE BEAUTIFULLY ENGRAVED FIRST ISSUE $200 REVENUE STAMP.

When senior partner John M. Butler passed away on October 30, 1868, the firm continued doing business
under the name Joseph R. Carpenter. The firm continued to print the private die stamps and was also
responsible for printing two of the most spectacular adhesive stamps, of any kind, ever. These have become
known as the Persian Rugs, for obvious reasons, and provide an indication of the skill of the firm’s artisans
(see Figures 7 and 8).

FIGURE 7. THE “SMALL” PERSIAN RUG.
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FIGURE 8. THE “LARGE” PERSIAN RUG.

After Butler and Carpenter secured the contract to print revenue stamps, they came up with the idea to provide
companies with the option to purchase a “private die” (or custom printing plate) which could then be used to
print proprietary stamps and affix them them to their products, in lieu of the generic stamps provided by the
federal government.
The private die stamps were completely legal and even had “U.S. Internal Revenue” inscribed on them.
According to revenue specialist Richard Friedburg, “To many manufacturers, this was construed (incorrectly,
although that made little difference) as governmental approval of their product. In fact, it indicated only that the
stamp was evidence that the tax on the proprietary article had been paid”.
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By offering custom stamp designs to private companies that illustrated their products to their best (advertising)
advantage and, more importantly, by allowing companies who purchased the dies a discount on their
proprietary stamps, it was easy to sell private dies and the stamps came into widespread use. In fact, the
stamps were wildly successful and accounted for 68% of the revenue stamps sold during the Civil War period.
Using the same skills evident on the high value revenue stamps in Figures 6, 7 and 8, first Butler and
Carpenter (see Figure 9) and then Joseph R. Carpenter (see Figure 10) engraved and printed many of the
private die match and medicine stamps. They have been captivating stamp collectors since their introduction
and Mort, himself, was very much enamored.

FIGURE 9. WILD PRIVATE DIE PROPRIETARY STAMP WITH SNAKES PRODUCED FOR SWAIM’S PANACEA.
IRONICALLY, THIS PRODUCT EPITOMIZED THE “SNAKE OIL” PROMOTED TO CONSUMERS DURING THE SECOND HALF OF THE 1800S.

FIGURE 10. PRIVATE DIE STAMP PROPRIETARY STAMP PRODUCED FOR THE
SAN FRANSISCO MATCH COMPANY, ONE OF MY PERSONAL FAVORITES.

Mort succeeded in putting together the best, the most comprehensive and, quite frankly, staggering collection
of Private die proprietary stamps ever and this will always remain a big part of his legacy as a philatelist.
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In order to accomplish this, Mort purchased individual rarities, parts of collections and even entire collections
from most of the legendary revenue collectors that preceded him. Among these were Henry L. Dean,
Elliot Perry, Hiram Deats, E.B. Sterling, Clarence Eagle, Col. Edward H. Green, Judge Robert S. Emerson,
Philip Little and Henry Holcombe.
From the Col. Green collection, Mort acquired the unique Thomas E. Wilson medicine stamp, known as “the
British Guiana of the match and medicine field” (see Figure 11).

FIGURE 11. THE UNIQUE THOMAS E. WILSON
PRIVATE DIE STAMP.

One of the truly amazing and eye-appealing parts of the Joyce collection came from the archives of Butler and
Carpenter, including proofs, essays and models for the private die proprietary stamps they produced. Perhaps
my favorite item from Butler and Carpenter archives was the model for the blue San Fransisco Match
Company stamp (see Figure 12).

FIGURE 12. THE MODEL FOR ONE OF MY FAVORITE MATCH AND MEDICINE STAMPS.
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Founding The American Revenue Association
During WWII, Mort served in the Eighth Army Air Force. He was stationed in England and held the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel. A couple of familiar names served under Mort in the Mighty Eighth, actors Clark Gable and
Jimmy Stewart (see Figure 13).

FIGURE 13. JIMMY STEWART (LEFT) AND CLARK GABLE,
FELLOW OFFICERS STATIONED IN ENGLAND WITH THE MIGHTY EIGHTH.

After he came home from the war, Mort came into contact with fellow collector and revenue dealer Elbert
Hubbard, who was living in Northridge, (southern) California. At this time Bert was compiling his landmark
(if sometimes misleading) State Revenue Catalog.
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Getting on well with Bert and with fond memories of prior trips to southern California with his family, Mort
decided to spend the summer of 1947 in nearby Beverley Hills so that he could work closely with Bert and help
bring the catalog to fruition.
Mort brought his state revenue collection with him, compared it with Bert’s catalog listings and, in short,
focussed on the state revenue part of his collection for an extended period of time.
It was on this same trip to California in 1947 that The American Revenue Association was conceived. Working
closely with three other collectors, including John Bobo and Charles Hermann (another fish and game Hall of
Famer), Hubbard (ARA #1) and Joyce (ARA #2) founded the ARA.

National Grand Award at FIPEX
Joyce continued to work on his revenue collections, spending even more time on them, while shuttling back
and forth between his two residences in NYC and Kennebunkport, Maine.
The Fifth International Stamp Exhibition (FIPEX) was held in New York City from April 28 through May 6, 1956
(see Figure 14). For this huge event, one of the largest stamp shows ever held in the U.S., Mort entered an
exhibit consisting of portions of his now unsurpassed revenue collection – and won the National Grand Award.

FIGURE 14. SOUVENIR SHEET ISSUED FOR THE FIFTH
INTERNATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION, HELD IN NYC IN 1956.

This was groundbreaking for revenue collectors and was the first time that a “back-of-the-book” exhibit had
ever won such a prestigious award. In so doing, Mort paved the way for the success of contemporary revenue
exhibitors such as Donald Green, Michael Mahler and myself.
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Between 1959 and 1960, Mort donated extensive material related to revenue stamps to the Smithsonian
Institution, as well as his fabulous collection of Christmas seals.
Mort would continue to work on the Hubbard State Revenue Catalog for over 13 years and in 1960, on his last
day as President of the ARA, the catalog was finally published (see Figure 15).

FIGURE 15. FRONT PAGE OF THE ARA JOURNAL IN DECEMBER, 1960,
WHERE IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT MORTON DEAN JOYCE ANNOUNCED
THE PUBLICATION OF ELBERT HUBBARD’S STATE REVENUE CATALOG.
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Morton Dean Joyce: Fish and Game Hall of Famer – Part Two
In todays post, I will focus on highlights from the state fish and game portions of the Morton Dean Joyce
revenue stamp collection. It is fair to say that Mort never met a revenue stamp he did not like. He not only
collected all revenue stamps but collateral material as well and he amassed copious documentation that was
used in writing up his album and exhibit pages.
Mort saw state fish and game license stamps, like virtually all collectors of his generation, as a fundamental
part of his state revenue collection. As he aggressively pursued all state revenues, he likewise aggressively
pursued fish and game stamps, starting in 1937, when Kansas issued their first stamps required to hunt quail.
Mort acquired his fish and game stamps in the same way he acquired the rest of his collections – using any
and all means possible. These included purchasing stamps at auction, stamp shows, from stamp dealers and
via philatelic agents, from ads he placed in various philatelic publications and directly from other collectors in
purchase or trade.
With state fish and game stamps, there was another productive avenue to utilize and that was through the
agencies that sold and distributed the stamps. In other words, the primary sources.
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Prior to Joseph Janousek starting to list all of the state fish and game stamps that were being issued (his
regular column first appeared in The American Revenuer in April of 1959), there was sporadic information
published in the philatelic press and it was essentially up to each collector to keep up a correspondence with
the agencies in order to learn of new issues (see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1. IN APRIL OF 1959, JOSEPH JANOUSEK BEGAN TO LIST
ALL RECORDED FISH AND GAME STAMPS IN THE AMERICAN REVENUER.
THIS PAGE, FROM THE OCTOBER, 1959 ISSUE,
LISTS THE KANSAS QUAIL AND MARION COUNTY, KANSAS DUCK STAMPS.
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That was the first step. The second step was, after learning of a new stamp, to succeed in getting the agency
to sell you the stamps as a non vendor. This second part was a challenge for many collectors. For Mort, both of
these steps were a normal part of his weekly, if not daily, routine and he became very accomplished in learning
about new issues and subsequently acquiring them.
Morton Dean Joyce was an educated man of considerable means, held a seat on the New York Stock
Exchange and was a partner or member in many firms, including Pulleyn & Co., William B. Joyce and Sons
and Pyne, Kendall & Hollister before he opened his own office. In other words, Morton Dean Joyce had pull.

The Kansas Quail Stamps
Upland game bird hunting is a time-honored tradition in the State of Kansas. In the late 1930s, there existed a
great demand for quail in the state. At this time, it was believed that quail could be raised on state-run farms,
then released into the wild to keep populations in equilibrium.
According to Kansas quail stamp specialist David R. Lucas, “[Starting in 1937] The quail stamps were issued
by the Kansas Forestry, Fish and Game Commission to raise monies for the Quail Preservation and
Propagation Fund, which supported the state quail farms and other efforts. All quail hunters were required to
purchase the 50-cent stamp and affix it to their hunting licenses”.
Two quail farms were operated by the state, at Calista and Pittsburg. At their peak, 40,000 quail were hatched
and released in 1949. Over time, data showed that few of release birds survived and the farms came under
scrutiny. By the 1960s, the farms were closed and the first fish and game stamp series in the U.S. was
discontinued. The final stamp in the series, 1961-62, was printed but not issued as the quail farms had already
closed.
At this time, the emphasis on Kansas game management switched to upland game birds in general, which
included pheasant and prairie chicken and a new series of upland game bird stamps superseded the quail
stamps.
The bi-colored quail stamps that were issued to fund the quail farms from 1937-38 through 1961-62 have
always been popular with collectors. There are many constant printing varieties to study and for some, like
David Lucas, an entire specialized collection can built around this one series.
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The first two years, the stamps were printed and issued in panes of 50. Starting in 1939-40 and continuing
through 1946-47, the stamps were printed and issued in single stamp booklet panes with a tab at the left side
(see Figure 2). During this same eight year period, the printer sent proofs to the License Supervisor in Pratt in
panes of ten (2 x 5), with straight edges on all four sides.

FIGURE 2. REGULARLY ISSUED 1939-40 KANSAS QUAIL STAMP
IN THE BOOKLET PANE FORMAT.

Occasionally, when supplies of the regular booklet type quail stamps ran low or ran out completely, the License
Supervisor would release some of the proofs to clerks to sell hunters as a stop gap measure. In a few
instances used examples entered the collector market and they became known. Unused proofs were not sold
to stamp collectors, however, except to Morton Dean Joyce.
Mort was able to acquire at least two partial panes of unused proofs for the 1939-40 stamp, including a white
feather variety, which he broke up to trade collector friends like George D. Cabot and fellow Fish and Game
Hall of Famers Frank Applegate, Charles Hermann, Bert Hubbard and E.L. Vanderford (see Figures 3 and 4).

FIGURE 3. 1939-40 KANSAS QUAIL STAMP
FROM A PROOF PANE OF TEN, EX JOYCE, EX VANDERFORD.

FIGURE 4. 1939-40 KANSAS QUAIL STAMP
FROM A PROOF PANE, WHITE FEATHER VARIETY.
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For 1945-46, Mort acquired several complete unused panes (see Figure 5) and for 1946-47, a few unused
singles including one with the white feather variety (see Figures 6 and 7).

FIGURE 5. 1945-46 KANSAS QUAIL,
COMPLETE PANE OF PROOFS.
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FIGURE 6. 1946-47 KANSAS QUAIL
FROM A PROOF PANE.

FIGURE 7. 1946-47 KANSAS QUAIL
FROM A PROOF PANE,
UNIQUE WHITE FEATHER VARIETY.

In addition to the unused 1946-47 proofs, Mort had a rare used single in his collection, showing the constant
broken frame-line variety along the right side (see Figure 7).

FIGURE 8. USED 1946-47 KANSAS QUAIL
FROM A PROOF PANE,
WITH BROKEN FRAME-LINE.
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Tennessee Introduction
In 1903 the Tennessee general assembly declared all game animals and fish the property of the state and
named Joseph Acklen as the first game warden. Two years later, the general assembly established the Game,
Fish and Forestry Department and in 1907, set the first hunting license fees, with payment optional.
In 1915 the legislature reorganized the agency and created the Department of Game and Fish, governed by a
Game and Fish Commission.
In 1937, several changes took place. First, a new Department of Conservation was created and the Game and
Fish Commission was abolished (for two years). A Division of Game and Fish was established within the
Department of Conservation to manage the state’s wildlife resources.
Further, Senate Bill 401, Chapter 84, created three unusual series of fish and game stamps that are of great
interest to advanced collectors today, the Tennessee Shell Tax stamps of 1937 and 1938 and the Tennessee
Fur Tax stamps of 1939.

The Tennessee Shell Tax Stamps
In his Handbook of Fish of Fish and Game Stamps, E. L. Vanderford stated, “Although in no sense license
stamps, many collectors have included them in their collections”. This statement is correct on both accounts.
There are two good reasons why collectors get excited by these stamps. First, while it is true the stamps were
not required to be affixed to the hunter’s license – they were required to be affixed to the boxes of ammunition
the hunter used. In other words, the shell tax stamps were required to hunt in the State of Tennessee.
Second, they have incredible eye appeal!
The stamps were issued during the same time as the legendary Pymatuning hunting and fishing license
stamps (both series started in 1937), were the same size and shape as the Pymatuning stamps – but were
engraved with a hunting scene, complete with a hunter shooting ducks over a marsh with a pointer at his side,
eager to jump in (see Figure 9). In addition, they were printed in a range of striking colors. What is not to like?

FIGURE 9. 1937 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX STAMP,
ONE MILL.

The Division of Game and Fish had an unwritten policy of not selling their shell tax stamps to collectors in 1937
and 1938, except to Morton Dean Joyce. At this point, no one really knows how Mort accomplished this but he
was able to acquire a number of mint stamps which he then traded to collector friends.
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If a collector was not a friend of Mort’s, they were left to scrape or soak used stamps from boxes. For this
reason, most of the 1937 and 1938 Tennessee shell tax stamps in collections today are not only used but often
thinned as well.
There were eight different stamps issued in 1937, with face values ranging from one mill to 3 cents. Having
said that, you can see the difficulty in selling stamps to collectors. How do you collect a few mill from someone,
especially out of state?
Mort had an unused set of blocks for all values of the first (1937) series, except the rare 2 cents blue (see
Figures 10 through 16) and a complete set of blocks of all values of the second series (1938), except the
3 cents red. This is a good indication of the difficulty in acquiring these two stamps – now and then.

FIGURE 10. 1937 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX BLOCK OF FOUR,
1 MILL.

FIGURE 11. 1937 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX BLOCK OF FOUR,
2 MILLS.
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FIGURE 12. 1937 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX BLOCK OF FOUR,
3 MILLS.

FIGURE 13. 1937 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX BLOCK OF FOUR,
4 MILLS.

FIGURE 14. 1937 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX BLOCK OF FOUR,
5 MILLS.
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FIGURE 15. 1937 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX BLOCK OF FOUR,
1 CENT.

FIGURE 16. 1937 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX BLOCK OF FOUR,
3 CENTS.

While Mort did not have a block of the rare 1937 2 cent value in his collection, he did have the finest single
recorded (see Figure 17).

FIGURE 17. 1937 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX STAMP,
RARE 2 CENT VALUE WITH HUGE “JUMBO” MARGINS.
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For 1938, Tennessee reduced the size of the shell tax stamps and added seven new values (see Figures
18 through 24). To view the entire second series in blocks of four (except the 3 cent), visit Gallery Two.

FIGURE 18. 1938 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX BLOCK OF FOUR,
6 MILLS.

FIGURE 19. 1938 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX BLOCK OF FOUR,
7 MILLS.
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FIGURE 20. 1938 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX BLOCK OF FOUR,
8 MILLS.

FIGURE 21. 1938 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX BLOCK OF FOUR,
9 MILLS.

FIGURE 22. 1938 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX BLOCK OF FOUR,
1 1/2 CENTS.
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FIGURE 23. 1938 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX BLOCK OF FOUR,
4 1/2 CENTS.

FIGURE 24. 1938 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX BLOCK OF FOUR,
5 CENTS.

Once again, while Mort did not have a block of the elusive 1938 3 cent value, he did have an exceptional
unused single (see Figure 25).

FIGURE 25. 1938 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX STAMP,
3 CENTS.
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Aside from Mort’s, the only other collection I have encountered with unused multiples of the Tennessee shell
tax stamps was that of ARA co-founder Elbert Hubbard.
Included in Bert’s state revenue collection were: vertical pairs of the first series 1-4 mills and 1 cent; a vertical
pair of the second series 3 cent (see Figure 27); vertical strips of three of most of the other second series
values; blocks of four, eight and twelve of the second series 1 mill (see Figure 26) and blocks of four of the
second series 4 1/2 and 5 cent values.

FIGURE 26. 1938 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX 1 MILL BLOCK OF TWELVE,
EX JOYCE, EX CABOT, EX HUBBARD.

FIGURE 27. 1938 TENNESSEE SHELL TAX
3 CENT VERTICAL PAIR,
THE LARGEST RECORDED MULTIPLE.
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Bert told me he purchased the multiples from the distinguished revenue collector George D. Cabot, a close
personal friend of Mort’s. I have always assumed Cabot acquired them from Mort in a trade.

The Tennessee Fur Tax Stamps
In 1937 the same Senate Bill (401, Chapter 84) that created the requirement for the shell tax stamps created
an even more interesting and unique set of fish and game stamps. The stamps, referred to by Bert Hubbard as
“the rarest U.S./state hunt/fish stamps” are – physically – transportation tags, complete with felt patches
surrounding punched holes to affix to a hide, fur or pelt.
What makes them so intriguing to collectors is that not only does the law enacting them refer to them as
“stamps” in no less than ten places (see Figure 28) but does the same on the stamps themselves (see
Figure 29). It makes you think you are not seeing straight – crazy and fun!

FIGURE 28. TENNESSEE FUR TAX CODE, ENACTED IN 1937.
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FIGURE 29. OPOSSUM FUR TAX STAMP,
REVERSE SHOWING INSCRIPTION.

Clearly the State of Tennessee viewed these tags as transportation stamps that were required to to be
affixed to the “hides, furs and pelts” of animals that were hunted and killed before they were shipped out of the
state. Who are we to argue?
Before we take a look at the stamps themselves, a few comments are in order. First, although the law was
enacted in 1937, all recorded used examples (an admittedly small sampling – less than 20 total) are dated
1939 (see Figures 28 and 29). For this reason, the recently expanded and updated State Revenue Catalog
lists them as being issued in 1939.

FIGURE 30. OPOSSUM FUR TAX STAMP,
REVERSE SHOWING 1939 USAGE.

FIGURE 31. MUSKRAT FUR TAX STAMP,
OBVERSE SHOWING 1939 USAGE.
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Second, nine separate stamps are listed in Figure 28, including one for otter. To my knowledge, the otter stamp
has not been recorded and was probably never issued. In addition to the 15-20 various used examples, I have
seen two “complete” unused sets, one came in Mort’s collection and one in the Bert Hubbard collection. I know
of one other collector that has a set. All of the sets consist of eight stamps, with no otter.
I have also bought and sold two or three unused singles over the years and this leads me to believe that,
somewhere along the way, a set was broken up – but still no otter. The eight Joyce Tennessee Fur Tax stamps
include opossum, weasel, muskrat, skunk, gray fox, raccoon, mink and red fox (see Figure 32).

FIGURE 32. THE COMPLETE SET OF 1939 TENNESSEE FUR TAX STAMPS.

As with the shell tax stamps, I have traced every unused fur tax stamp back to Morton Dean Joyce. He was
apparently the only collector who both learned of their existence in the late 1930s and was able to purchase
them from the State of Tennessee.
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Morton Dean Joyce: Fish and Game Hall of Famer – Part Three
As we have seen in parts one and two, Morton Dean Joyce was extraordinarily diligent and, therefore, often
learned of new of stamps being offered or sold prior to other collectors. In addition, his clear advantages in
business acumen and wealth often made it possible for him to acquire not just rare and unusual stamps,
but multiples of these stamps when others could not.
This applied not only to regular federal and state revenues but also to the niche area that we have come to
know as fish and game stamps. Mort was very adept at becoming aware of when new kinds of stamps were
issued and was then able to follow through and acquire these stamps form the issuing agencies, for both his
own collection and also to trade with other collector friends.
As accomplished as Mort was, he did miss out on some of the most arcane fish and game rarities, including
those issued for small geographical areas such as Pymatuning Lake by the State of Ohio (see Figure 1) and
Marion County Lake by the County of Marion, Kansas.

FIGURE 1. NOW A FEATURED ITEM IN THE CSAPLAR EXHIBIT,
THIS 1937 PYMATUNING WATERFOWL STAMP ON LICENSE
WAS DISCOVERED BY DAVID BOSHART AND IRA COTTON IN 2010.

Perhaps the only weaknesses in the fish and game portion of his revenue collection – if you want to call it that
– is that it lacked any of the Pymatuning waterfowl (hunting) or fishing stamps or any of the pre-remainder era
Marion County duck or fishing stamps.
Mort was certainly not alone in this regard, as these stamps eluded all collectors for decades. Mort more than
made up for this shortcoming by single-handedly bringing several entire fish and game series into the collector
market (in unused condition). For this reason, we selected him as one of the initial inductees into the Fish and
Game Collectors Hall of Fame.
In part two we saw how Mort was responsible for some of the more exotic stamps and series, such as the
Kansas quail proofs and the Tennessee shell tax and fur tax. In todays post, we shall start to take a look at his
more mainstream fish and game credits.
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Virginia Introduction
According to E.L. Vanderford, Virginia first issued big game stamps for the 1938-39 seasons. In fact, the
stamps issued in 1938 were valid for the 1938 calendar year, as were those for 1939. It was not until the third
issue that the big game stamps were valid for a fiscal year (1940-41).
Two separate stamps were issued each year, one required to be purchased by resident hunters and one by
non resident hunters. A third stamp was required of all sportsmen who desired to hunt, trap or fish within
Virginia’s National Forest, starting with the 1938-39 fiscal year (see Figures 2 and 3).

FIGURE 2. 1938 VIRGINIA RESIDENT BIG GAME HUNTING AND
1938-39 NATIONAL FOREST STAMPS USED ON THE REVERSE OF A
1938-39 VIRGINIA STATE LICENSE TO HUNT AND FISH.

FIGURE 3. UNUSED 1938 VIRGINIA NR BIG GAME
HUNTING STAMP WITH BLUE SERIAL NUMBER,
EX HUBBARD.
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As some of the stamps recorded for 1938 and 1938-39 were serial numbered and some were not, I was for
many years under the belief that the serial numbers may have been applied at the local (county clerk) level.
Over time, I have come to realize that all used examples are serial numbered and now believe that, for the first
year only, all regularly issued stamps were serial numbered and those without serial numbers are unused
remainders.
Starting with the change to a fiscal year in 1940-41, used Virginia stamps are no longer found with serial
numbers applied (see Figures 4 and 5).

FIGURE 4. STARTING WITH THE 1940-41 ISSUES,
USED VIRGINIA STAMPS ARE NO LONGER FOUND WITH SERIAL NUMBERS.

FIGURE 5. 1940-41 VIRGINIA NR BIG GAME HUNTING STAMP,
EX JOYCE.
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Also starting with the 1940-41 fiscal year, Virginia began issuing a fourth king of stamp, required to hunt elk.
It is with the Virginia Elk stamps that Morton Dean Joyce once again came became a central figure.

The Virginia Elk Stamps
Elk were historically found throughout eastern North America, including Virginia. However, habitat loss and
unregulated hunting caused elk to become eradicated within eastern North America by the late 1800s.
Attempts at restoring elk populations in eastern states during the early to mid 1900s usually failed due to a lack
of suitable habitat and a knowledge of elk ecology. In 1916, the newly created Virginia Game Commission
authorized the importation and release of of elk in 11 counties in Virginia.
The first attempt at reintroducing elk to Virginia took place in 1917, at the prompting of big game hunters, and
involved 150 “surplus” animals brought by rail (some accounts say by truck) from Yellowstone National Park.
At least 25 animals died en route.
The first Virginia elk hunt was held in 1920 or 1922 (accounts differ). Between 1922 and 1960, sporadic, short
(2-15 days) elk hunting seasons were held. However, with less than 300 elk in the entire state, harvests were
often in single digits.
Most of the county elk populations, small to begin with, soon disappeared. By 1926, only two small herds
remained; one in the mountains of Giles and Bland counties and one in Botetourt County near Buchanan
(see Figure 6).

FIGURE 6. WORKING MAP OF THE VIRGINIA COUNTIES USED BY STATE REVENUE DEALER FRANK L. APPLEGATE.
NOTE THE COUNTIES WHERE ELK HUNTING WAS PERMITTED ARE OUTLINED IN RED INK, CIRCA 1952.
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It is known that Virginia opened elk hunting seasons for both residents and non residents from 1930 through
1932-33, as Virginia elk hunting license buttons have been recorded from these years (see Figures 7, 8 and 9).

FIGURE 7. VIRGINIA SPECIAL ELK HUNTING LICENSE BUTTON,
ISSUED TO RESIDENT HUNTERS IN 1930.

FIGURE 8. VIRGINIA SPECIAL ELK HUNTING LICENSE BUTTON,
ISSUED TO RESIDENT HUNTERS IN 1931-32.

FIGURE 9. VIRGINIA SPECIAL ELK HUNTING LICENSE BUTTON,
ISSUED TO NON RESIDENT HUNTERS IN 1932-33.
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To supplement Virginia elk populations in Giles, Bland and Botetourt Counties, 54 more elk were imported from
Yellowstone National Park in 1935. Of these, 43 survived the transit. They were brought by train to Pearisburg,
in Giles County, unloaded and driven into the mountains on hoof.
There is a rather amusing anecdote involving this second import. Early the next morning, the entire herd –
apparently homesick – were found back down at the train station in the middle of town.
During the 1930s, Virginia was the only eastern state with an elk population that could support a hunting
season, until New Hampshire held a season in 1941.
I can find no mention of a legal elk hunting season between 1932-33 and 1936-37 (a short period of unlawful
hunting followed the 1935 import, fueled by resentful farmers that were tired of elk depredations on their lands).
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The reverse of 1936-37 Virginia Resident Licenses to Hunt and Fish state that a state big game license was
required to hunt bear, deer or elk. The obverse and reverse of a 1936-37 Resident Big Game License are
shown in figures 10 and 11.

FIGURE 10. 1936-37 VIRGINIA STATE RESIDENT BIG GAME LICENSE, OBVERSE.

FIGURE 11. 1936-37 VIRGINIA STATE RESIDENT BIG
GAME LICENSE, REVERSE. NOTE PARAGRAPH ONE.
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I have been unable to find any information for 1937-38 and 1938-39. However, by 1940-41,Virginia was not
only holding elk hunting seasons for residents and non residents but special resident and non resident
license stamps were printed and issued.
Although no non resident elk stamp has been recorded for 1940-41, the reverse of 1940-41 Virginia
Nonresident License(s) to Hunt and Fish state an elk stamp was required (see Figures 12 and 13).

FIGURE 12. 1940-41 VIRGINIA RESIDENT ELK HUNTING STAMP,
EX JOYCE.

FIGURE 13. 1940-41 VIRGINIA STATE NONRESIDENT LICENSE
TO HUNT AND TO FISH, EX JOYCE.
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No stamps have been recorded for either residents or non residents for 1941-42. For 1942-43, one used
resident example has been recorded (missing the lower left corner) in the Morton Dean Joyce collection
(see Figure 14).

FIGURE 14. 1942-43 VIRGINIA RESIDENT ELK HUNTING STAMP,
EX JOYCE.

For 1943-44, one unused resident example in Mort’s collection and a couple of faulty used examples have
been recorded (see Figure 15). For both 1942-43 and 1943-44, we know non resident stamps were printed
from the back of the non resident licenses, similar to that shown in Figure 14. It is possible, however, that for all
three years, 1941-42 through 1943-44, that no non resident stamps were actually issued.

FIGURE 15. UNUSED 1943-44 VIRGINIA RESIDENT ELK HUNTING STAMP.
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Although Mort’s collection contained some very rare and unique examples of the first few Virginia elk stamps,
it is the less rare resident and non resident stamps issued from 1944-45 through 1946-47 (see Figure 16) that
will perhaps be remembered as one of Mort’s greatest contributions to the fish and game hobby.

FIGURE 16. 1944-45 THROUGH 1946-47 VIRGINIA RESIDENT AND NON RESIDENT ELK STAMPS OBTAINED BY MORTON DEAN JOYCE.
THE EXCEPTIONAL 1946-47 RESIDENT STAMP IN THE LOWER LEFT WAS TRADED BY MORT TO E.L. VANDERFORD
AND ACQUIRED IN ONE OF THE VANDERFORD SALES CONDUCTED BY SAM HOUSTON PHILATELICS.

The Virginia elk stamps have always been extremely popular with collectors and highly sought after. I probably
get as many requests for Virginia elk stamps in a year as for any other non-waterfowl fish and game stamp.
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In the Vanderford sales held by Sam Houston Philatelics after Van’s death, the Virginia elk stamps drew more
attention (bidding) than any other fish and game series.
Fortunately, there are 10-15 of each of the last six stamps to go around in unused condition (twice as many for
the 1944-45 resident) and this is primarily because Mort was able to purchase quantities of these stamps for
both his own collection and to trade with his friends.
For the 1944-45 resident stamp, Fish and Game Hall of Famer Les Lebo of Knoxville acquired an additional
complete pane (15 stamps) from an unknown source, which he subsequently broke up for trading purposes.
Les also had duplicates of some of the other later elk stamps in unused condition. However, I now believe he
acquired these directly from Mort or through mutual friend E.L. Vanderford. For you see, the biggest part of
Les’ fish and game collection was actually Virginia (not his home state of Tennessee) and these would have
come in handy for trading.
Following the 1946-47 season, the Virginia elk stamp series was discontinued. The occasional elk hunts held
between 1948 and 1960 once again ustilized paper licenses. The final Virginia elk hunt (until recent years) was
held November 21 – 23, 1960 and the last elk license is shown in Figure 17.

FIGURE 17. A FINAL ARTIFACT FROM ONE OF THE CLASSIC AREAS IN THE FISH AND GAME HOBBY.
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Morton Dean Joyce: Fish and Game Hall of Famer – Part Four
In part four of our series on Morton Dean Joyce and his involvement with the hobby of fish and game stamps,
I would like to begin focussing on some of his mainstream multiples. Specifically, state fish and game stamps
that were printed and issued in booklet pane format.
As we saw in part one, Mort was an avid collector of U.S. and U.S. Possessions booklet panes long before he
became interested in revenue stamps. He was even President of the Booklet Pane Society. It is only natural
that when Mort began to collect fish and game stamps, that he would gravitate towards those that were issued
in a booklet pane format.
It is only because of Mort that many intact fish and game booklet panes exist today. As you can imagine, Mort’s
collection included many panes. For the purposes of this and the next post – the conclusion to the series – I
have selected a few of my favorites.
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Indiana Introduction
In his Handbook of Fish and Game Stamps, E.L. Vanderford stated that Indiana started issuing trout stamps
in 1950. He even provided a description of the 1950 stamp and further stated, “Verification by actual inspection
desired”. This would prove to be one of the most misleading statements in the handbook and would cause
confusion on the part of collectors for years to come.
This error did not originate with Vanderford, however, but with Joseph Janousek and occurred in his very first
attempt to list state fish and game stamps in The American Revenuer in April of 1959 (see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1. JOSEPH JANOUSEK’S FIRST INSTALLMENT OF HIS FISH AND GAME
STAMP LISTINGS IN THE AMERICAN REVENUER, APRIL, 1959.
NOTE THE ERRONEOUS 1950 ENTRY FOR INDIANA TROUT.
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As the Handbook of Fish and Game stamps (1973) was essentially an update of Janousek’s earlier work, the
error was perpetuated. Janousek listed Indiana trout stamps through 1958 but provided no details as to their
(printing) format.
In doing research for this post, I found an article in the Hancock Democrat from Greenfield, Indiana. Dated
April 12, 1951, the headline is “NEW $1 TROUT STAMP NOW ON SALE”. The article reads, “Indiana’s new
Trout Stamp, a must now for all Trout Fishermen following action by the recent legislature, is now on sale in the
offices of county clerks throughout he state. Costing one dollar… must be affixed to the license of the person
fishing for Trout… The No. 1 stamp was purchased by Mr [Henry P.] Cottingham. Fifteen thousand have been
printed. Sales have been brisk…”
Cottingham was the Assistant Director of the Indiana Department of Conservation and Director of the Division
of Fish and Game. The article goes on to explain how in the past, Indiana streams had been stocked with trout
from federal fish hatcheries. Now, with the funds generated by sales of the new trout stamp, it was possible to
significantly expand the stocking program.
Next I found an article in the June, 1952 issue of OutDoor Indiana, titled 12,000 Trout Stocked in Indiana’s
Steams. The article explained how funds from the new trout stamp allowed for a massive operation in which
Indiana Department of Conservation employees used two tank trucks in relays and moved the fish from a
federal fish hatchery in Neosha, Missouri (see Figure 2). They drove “day and night” and “the transport and
stocking job took about eight weeks to complete”.

FIGURE 2. FUNDS FROM INDIANA’S TROUT STAMP PROGRAM WERE USED TO EXPAND THE STOCKING OF TROUT.

The early Indiana trout stamps feature elegant and charming designs and have been favorites of collectors
since they were first issued in 1951. According to Vanderford, the stamps that were issued through 1959
“were from small sheets with perforated selvage on all four sides”.
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The early Indiana trout stamps are scarce to rare in unused condition (especially never hinged) and scarce
used on license. Since many collectors may have never seen these stamps with the “perforated selvage” still
attached, I thought it might be useful to take a look at some of these pieces (see Figures 3 through 16). Aside
from being fun, this will provide a frame of reference with which to appreciate the format change in 1960.

FIGURE 3. 1951 INDIANA TROUT STAMP WITH TOP SELVAGE,
EX VANDERFORD.

FIGURE 4. 1951 INDIANA TROUT WITH LEFT SELVAGE AND PLATE NUMBER.

FIGURE 5. 1951 INDIANA TROUT, UPPER RIGHT CORNER POSITION, USED ON LICENSE
WITH 1951-52 FEDERAL WATERFOWL STAMP.
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FIGURE 6. 1952 INDIANA TROUT, UPPER RIGHT CORNER POSITION,
WITH TOP SELVAGE PERFORATED ON ALL FOUR SIDES.

FIGURE 7. 1952 INDIANA TROUT WITH TOP SELVAGE PERFORATED ON ALL FOUR SIDES
AND PLATE NUMBER USED ON LICENSE.
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FIGURE 8. 1953 INDIANA TROUT WITH TOP SELVAGE
AND PLATE NUMBER.

FIGURE 9. 1955 INDIANA TROUT WITH TOP SELVAGE AND PLATE NUMBER,
USED ON LICENSE.
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FIGURE 10. 1957 INDIANA TROUT SURCHARGED
WITH TOP SELVAGE AND PLATE NUMBER,
EX VANDERFORD.

FIGURE 11. 1957 INDIANA TROUT SURCHARGED
WITH LEFT SIDE SELVAGE AND PARTIAL PLATE NUMBER,
EX HERMANN.
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FIGURE 12. 1958 INDIANA TROUT,
UPPER LEFT CORNER POSITION.

FIGURE 13. 1958 INDIANA TROUT,
LOWER LEFT CORNER POSITION.
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FIGURE 14. 1959 INDIANA TROUT
WITH UPPER SELVAGE AND PLATE NUMBER.

FIGURE 15. 1959 INDIANA TROUT
WITH LEFT SIDE SELVAGE AND PLATE NUMBER.

FIGURE 16. 1959 INDIANA TROUT
WITH BOTTOM SELVAGE.
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The 1960 Indiana Trout Stamp
So now that we have a pretty good idea of what the 1951 through 1959 Indiana Trout stamp sheets looked like,
we can move on to the major format change made in 1960. Starting with this issue, Indiana changed to a
vertical booklet pane format of four (1 x 4). The reason we know this today is because of Morton Dean Joyce.
Mort learned of the change and as he was quite interested in booklet panes, he purchase two complete panes.
He kept one pane intact for his own collection and broke the other pane up, keeping a single for himself and
trading the other three.
In his handbook, Vanderford reported the 1960 stamps “were from vertical panes of five”. As we are about to
see, this information was also incorrect.
Not only did Mort manage to acquire and preserve a complete pane of the first Indiana trout stamp from a
booklet – it was the very first booklet pane printed and issued, comprised of stamp numbers 1 through 4
(see Figure 17).

FIGURE 17. 1960 INDIANA TROUT
COMPLETE BOOKLET PANE,
STAMP NUMBERS 1-4.
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Along with the single Mort kept for himself (stamp number 5), over the years I have been able to locate stamp
numbers 6 and 7 (see Figure 18). If anyone knows the whereabouts of stamp number 8, I would love to obtain
a scan.

FIGURE 18. 1960 INDIANA TROUT STAMPS
NUMBERED 5, 6 AND 7.
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In Van’s defense, this is a very unusual format – with the vertical booklet pane consisting of four stamps
instead of the conventional five. The only similar situation for fish and game stamps that immediately comes to
mind is the locally issued Lake Merced (San Fransisco) fishing stamps that were printed for the S. F.
Recreation and Park Department starting in 1972 (see Figure 19).

FIGURE 19. 1972 LAKE MERCED
COMPLETE BOOKLET PANE.
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Delaware Introduction
Starting in 1956, Delaware began requiring anglers to purchase special stamps if they intended to fish for trout
in White Clay, Pike and Mill Creeks. All three creeks were located in New Castle County – northernmost of the
three counties that make up the state.
Stamps were printed for both resident ($2.10) and non resident anglers ($5.25) and were intended to “help
defray the expense of buying the trout for the put and take fishing” (see Figures 20 and 21).

FIGURE 20. 1956 DELAWARE RESIDENT TROUT STAMP.

FIGURE 21. 1956 DELAWARE NR TROUT STAMP.

Unfortunately, the non resident trout stamp had an unforeseen consequence. After Delaware announced it was
printing non resident stamps and would be requiring their purchase by out of state anglers – Pennsylvania
followed suit and printed their own non resident trout stamps.
The Pennsylvania stamps would be reciprocal in fee structure, meaning that Delaware anglers fishing in
Pennsylvania would have to pay the same $5.25 fee. Sounds fair, right?
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Here’s the rub; at the time, less than a dozen Pennsylvania anglers fished for trout in the three New Castle
creeks – while over 200 Delaware anglers fished for trout in Pennsylvania. On March 23, 1956, the Wilmington
Morning News reported, “What a boomerang this non-resident trout stamp turned out to be for Delaware trout
fishermen”.
This created an uproar among resident sportsmen. Realizing they had miscalculated, Delaware quickly
withdrew their non resident 1956 trout stamps from sale.
As reported by Joseph Janousek in his column in the American Revenuer, only three non resident stamps were
sold in 1956, “All the others were destroyed” (see Figure 22 – click to enlarge). Fortunately, Janousek
purchased one of the three stamps for his collection – and an example was preserved for posterity.

FIGURE 22. JOSEPH JANOUSEK REPORTED THAT ONLY THREE OF THE 1956 DELAWARE NON RESIDENT TROUT STAMPS
WERE SOLD BEFORE THEY WERE WITHDRAWN FROM SALE.
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Over the years, there has been a great deal of speculation as to the exact nature of the Janousek example,
with some collectors believing that since it is imperforate, it might be a proof as opposed to a regularly issued
stamp.
While preparing for this post, I have thought of another possible explanation for why the stamp appears to be
imperforate. Perhaps, the stamp was cut out of a booklet pane by the license clerk who sold it to Janousek?
Not only were these the first Delaware fish and game stamps, they had just recently been issued and it is
reasonable to assume the clerks were not experienced with handling stamps. It would not be the first time
perforated or rouletted stamps were separated with scissors by a licensing agent.

The Delaware Trout Stamps
Starting with the first issues in 1956, Delaware printed their trout stamps in a booklet pane format. The panes
consisted of four stamps (2 x 2). An unknown number of panes were gummed along one side to form a
booklet.
Naturally, this caught the attention of Morton Dean Joyce. Mort purchased two complete panes every year
through 1961. He kept one intact for his collection and broke up the second, keeping one single and trading the
other three.
With the possible exception of 1958, all of the Joyce Delaware Trout booklet panes are the only recorded
examples (see Figures 23 through 28).

FIGURE 23. 1956 DELAWARE TROUT COMPLETE BOOKLET PANE.
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FIGURE 24. 1957 DELAWARE TROUT COMPLETE BOOKLET PANE.

FIGURE 25. 1958 DELAWARE TROUT COMPLETE BOOKLET PANE.
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FIGURE 26. 1959 DELAWARE TROUT COMPLETE BOOKLET PANE.

FIGURE 27. 1960 DELAWARE TROUT COMPLETE BOOKLET PANE.
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FIGURE 29. 1961 DELAWARE TROUT COMPLETE BOOKLET PANE.

As with the early Indiana trout stamps, the early Delaware trout stamps are all scarce to rare (with the
exception of 1958, which was remaindered for many years). Once again, if it were not for Mort, these items
would, for the most part, simply not exist in our hobby today.
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Morton Dean Joyce: Fish and Game Hall of Famer – Part Five
For today’s conclusion to the series about Morton Dean Joyce, I have chosen to highlight two short-lived series
of fish and game stamps that were issued by West Virginia in 1960 and 1961. I wanted to pick stamps that
most collectors were already familiar with and perhaps own.
West Virginia has a diverse licensing history, a sampling of which I thought would make for a compelling
introduction. More relevant to our story on Joyce, is that the 1960 and 1961 West Virginia stamps were printed
in a format that he was passionate about – booklet panes.

West Virginia Introduction
West Virginia has a long history of wildlife protection and licensing. The first fish and game laws were enacted
in 1849, prior to statehood which came in 1863. The West Virginia Legislature passed its first laws protecting
wildlife in 1869. These included prohibiting killing game between February 14 and September 15.
The first law enforcement was created by the legislature in 1897, with the office of Game and Fish Warden.
Governor MacCorkle appointed Captain E.F. Smith of Hinton to the post.
The first hunting licenses were required in 1899. Costing $25.00, these non resident licenses were intended to
discourage out-of-state hunters from entering West Virginia. In addition, they were only valid in the county that
issued the license.
Starting in 1901, Warden Smith was allowed to select deputies who would work part-time and be paid by the
fines they collected.
It was in 1909, however, that significant changes were made. First, the Warden was allowed to hire salaried
full-time deputy wardens. Second, a law was passed that prevented game from being shipped out of state.
Combined with the federal Lacey Act of 1900, this effectively ended market hunting in West Virginia.
One of the changes made in 1909 was that fishing and hunting was prohibited on Sundays. The act that
prohibited fishing was soon overturned, however, the hunting prohibition was not repealed until 2001.
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Most important to collectors, in 1909 the West Virginia Legislature passed an act authorizing the first statewide
resident hunting licenses. The license fee was $1.00, including a 25 cent fee payable to the county clerk
issuing the license. There were two printings of the first resident license, one printed on paper and one on cloth
(see Figures 1 and 2).

FIGURE 1. TYPE I 1909-10 WEST VIRGINIA RESIDENT HUNTER’S LICENSE (PAPER).
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FIGURE 2. TYPE II 1909-10 WEST VIRGINIA RESIDENT HUNTER’S LICENSE (CLOTH).

Landowners were authorized to give reciprocal privileges to adjoining landowners to hunt on their property
without a license. Minors under the age of 15 could obtain a license with the written permission of their parents.
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One type of Resident Hunter’s has been recorded for 1910, printed on paper. The form for 1910 was similar to
that of 1909, with the most notable difference being the border of swastikas (see Figure 3).

FIGURE 3. 1910-11 WEST VIRGINIA RESIDENT HUNTER’S LICENSE.

In 1911 the legislature repealed the statute requiring residents to buy a hunting license and none were issued
until 1915, when a new resident statewide license costing $3.00 was introduced. At the same time, hunting
licenses were offered for free to persons wishing only to hunt in their county of residence.
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For this reason, hardly anyone purchased the $3.00 license and they are rare today. On the other hand,
there was a sizable demand for the free county licenses. Once again, there was at least two printings. Type I
1915-16 county licenses were issued with a light red-orange (plastic) back tag with matching serial number
ending with an “A” (see Figures 4 and 5).

FIGURE 4. TYPE I 1915-16 WEST VIRGINIA PENDLETON COUNTY HUNTERS LICENSE,
ISSUED AT NO CHARGE.

FIGURE 5. TYPE I MATCHING PENDLETON COUNTY BACK TAG.
NOTE THE SERIAL NUMBER MATCHES THE LICENSE.
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In fact, the free county licenses created such high demand in 1915, that at least one County Clerk was
overwhelmed with applications (see Figure 6). Type II 1915 county licenses closely resembled those from
1909-10. The back tags were a deeper color and included an eyelet at the top (see Figures 7 and 8).

FIGURE 6. LETTER FROM THE WETZEL COUNTY CLERK,
INFORMING HUNTERS THAT SHE DIDN’T HAVE TIME TO FILL OUT OUT THEIR LICENSE!
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FIGURE 7. TYPE II 1915-16 WEST VIRGINIA (WETZEL) COUNTY HUNTER’ LICENSE,
NOT FILLED OUT AS PER THE LETTER ABOVE.

FIGURE 8. TYPE II MATCHING WETZEL COUNTY BACK TAG.
NOTE THE SERIAL NUMBER MATCHES THE LICENSE ABOVE.
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Starting in 1916, the size of the licenses was greatly reduced and the back tag was attached to the right side of
the cloth license by perforations. The tag was intended to be detached and worn on the hunter’s outer
garment. This same format was used through the teens (see Figures 9 through 15).

FIGURE 9. RARE 1916 WEST VIRGINIA STATE WIDE RESIDENT HUNTER’S LICENSE.
VERY FEW STATE WIDE LICENSE WERE SOLD DURING THE PERIOD
IN WHICH A PERSON COULD HUNT IN THEIR OWN COUNTY FOR FREE.

FIGURE 10. 1916 WEST VIRGINIA RESIDENT (WETZEL) COUNTY HUNTER’S LICENSE.
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FIGURE 11. 1917 WEST VIRGINIA RESIDENT (UPSHUR) COUNTY HUNTER’S LICENSE.
NOTE THIS WAS CREATED FROM A 1916 REMAINDER.

FIGURE 12. 1917 WEST VIRGINIA RESIDENT (RALEIGH) COUNTY HUNTER’S LICENSE.

FIGURE 13. 1918 WEST VIRGINIA RESIDENT (MINERAL) COUNTY HUNTER’S LICENSE.
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FIGURE 14. ULTRA RARE 1919 WEST VIRGINIA RESIDENT (UPSHUR) COUNTY HUNTER’S LICENSE.
NOTE THIS COUNTY LICENSE WAS CREATED FROM A 1916 STATE WIDE LICENSE.
THE YEAR AND FEE HAS BEEN CHANGED.

FIGURE 15. DETACHED TAG FOR THE LICENSE ABOVE.
THE PIN HOLES INDICATE THE TAG WAS ACTUALLY USED.
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In the 1920s, a similar format was used but the cloth license and attached back tag was enlarged. By 1924,
fishing rights were included in West Virginia resident licenses. The next major innovation came in 1926, when
licenses had the year date overprinted across the face. A different color of ink was used for each subsequent
year (see Figures 16, 17 and 18). This style was used through 1933.

FIGURE 16. 1926 WEST VIRGINIA STATE WIDE RESIDENT HUNTING AND FISHING LICENSE.

FIGURE 17. 1927 WEST VIRGINIA STATE WIDE RESIDENT HUNTING AND FISHING LICENSE.

FIGURE 18. 1928 WEST VIRGINIA STATE WIDE RESIDENT HUNTING AND FISHING LICENSE.
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In 1933, the West Virginia Conservation Commission was created. This was the forerunner of the current
Division of Natural Resources (DNR).
Starting in 1934, West Virginia issued their hunting and fishing licenses in the form of pin-back celluloidcovered buttons. The buttons were intended to be pinned on the outer garment, easily visible to a game
warden from a distance. In effect, the colorful buttons replaced the back tag.
Paper licenses were still printed but now on thinner stock that was intended to be carefully folded and inserted
inside the button. Included in the series was a separate female button. Relatively few were sold and these are
very popular with collectors today (see Figures 19 through 22).

FIGURE 19. 1934 WV RESIDENT DISTRICT
HUNTING & FISHING LICENSE BUTTON.

FIGURE 20. 1934 WEST VIRGINIA RESIDENT
STATE-WIDE FEMALE LICENSE BUTTON.
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FIGURE 21. 1934 WV NON-RESIDENT
HUNTING & FISHING LICENSE BUTTON.

FIGURE 22. 1934 WEST VIRGINIA NON-RESIDENT
FISHING ONLY LICENSE BUTTON.

West Virginia issued hunting and fishing licenses in the form of a pin-back buttons through the remainder of the
1930s. After the first year, a small window was die cut in the celluloid covered button so that the paper license
was visible without having to first take it apart.
In the 1940s, West Virginia changed from buttons to metal framed license badges. Of major interest to
collectors, West Virginia issued their first fish and game stamps starting in 1951.
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The West Virginia National Forest Stamps
As a prerequisite to hunting or fishing in West Virginia’s National Forests, sportsmen were required to purchase
special adhesive stamps (which WV referred to as “licenses”) and affix them to their regular hunting and fishing
licenses (see Figure 23). Separate stamps were printed and issued for hunting and fishing.

FIGURE 23. EXCERPT FROM WEST VIRGINIA 1951-52 HUNTING-TRAPPING
SEASONS AND BAG LIMITS – SPECIAL REGULATIONS.

In the Handbook of Fish and Game Stamps, E. L. Vanderford states that these stamps were not serial
numbered. However, it is now known that some 1951 National Forest Hunting License stamps were, in fact,
numbered. It is possible this occurred at the local (county clerk) level.
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West Virginia National Forest stamps prior to 1955 are scarce in any condition (especially unused). For
examples of combination usages from these first four years, see Figures 24 through 27.

FIGURE 24. 1951 WEST VIRGINIA NATIONAL FOREST FISHING AND HUNTING STAMPS USED ON LICENSE.

FIGURE 25. 1952 WEST VIRGINIA NATIONAL FOREST FISHING AND HUNTING STAMPS USED ON LICENSE.
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FIGURE 26. 1953 WEST VIRGINIA NATIONAL FOREST FISHING AND HUNTING STAMPS USED ON LICENSE.

FIGURE 27. 1954 WEST VIRGINIA NATIONAL FOREST FISHING AND HUNTING STAMPS USED ON LICENSE.

The West Virginia National Forest License stamps are an interesting subject unto themselves and contain
many interesting varieties for discussion. For now, we will have to settle for this brief introduction so that we
can move on to the focus of today’s post.
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The West Virginia Big Game and Trout Stamps
West Virginia introduced two new types of stamps in 1960. One was for big game (deer, elk and bear) and
the other was for trout. Separate stamps were printed for residents and non-residents.
Both would be short short-lived. The DNR was created by the 1961 legislature and made sweeping changes,
including discontinuing both series of stamps following the 1961 seasons.
For a brief period of time, however, as new issues these stamps charmed collectors, including such fish and
game luminaries such as Mrs. Powell (see Figure 28) and Morton Dean Joyce.

FIGURE 28. A PAGE FROM MRS. POWELL’S COLLECTION,
FEATURING HER OWN ARTWORK THAT WAS INSPIRED BY THE WV TROUT STAMPS.
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The stamps remain quite popular today. It seems that we collectors get pretty excited about an illustration on a
fish and game stamp – no matter how small it is.
I must admit that I find these stamps to be appealing, myself, and that is why I selected them to conclude this
series of posts. I really can’t explain why, there is just something about them I find elegant and pleasing.
There is a cute story that goes along with these stamps. It seems that for the 1961 trout stamp design, a
contest was held among all West Virginia school children. A Charles Town seventh grader, Billy Willingham,
was selected as the contest winner and he received a $25.00 savings bond from the West Virginia
Conservation Commission (see Figure 29).

FIGURE 29. FROM THE SPIRIT OF JEFFERSON FARMERS ADVOCATE,
CHARLES TOWN, WEST VIRGINIA ON OCTOBER 27, 1960.
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The 1960 and 1961 big game and trout stamps are uncommon but not so much that most fish and game
collectors have not seen them. Many collectors own unused singles. The treat that Mort preserved for us – and
which I am finally going to share – was a full set of complete booklet panes (see Figures 30 through 33).

FIGURE 30. 1960 WEST VIRGINIA RESIDENT AND NON RESIDENT BIG GAME
COMPLETE PANES.
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FIGURE 31. 1960 WEST VIRGINIA RESIDENT AND NON RESIDENT TROUT
COMPLETE PANES.
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FIGURE 32. 196! WEST VIRGINIA RESIDENT AND NON RESIDENT BIG GAME
COMPLETE PANES.
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FIGURE 33. 1961 WEST VIRGINIA RESIDENT AND NON RESIDENT TROUT COMPLETE PANES.
NOTE THESE ARE THE STAMPS THAT WERE DESIGNED BY THE SEVENTH GRADER!

Over the years I have seen a few other collections with one or two complete panes. However, Mort’s collection
had the only full set that I am aware of.
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Summary
Morton Dean Joyce was an avid stamp collector. He is known as the greatest Revenue stamp collector who
ever lived. Mort had a deep and abiding interest in all revenue stamps, including fish and game stamps.
Best remembered for his his amazing collection of private die “match and medicine” stamps, Mort also
succeeded in putting together an impressive collection of fish and game stamps. One of the best of all time.
Mort was a highly educated businessman, held a seat on the New York Stock exchange and was well-heeled.
He had little difficulty in acquiring fish and game stamps from state agencies that, as a rule, did not sell stamps
to collectors. In addition to acquiring stamps for his own collection, he made a habit of obtaining extra stamps
to trade with his friends.
His interest in collecting booklet panes and a desire to preserve multiples is responsible for many of the
surviving fish and game multiples in collections today.
Mort was heavily involved in all aspects of organized philately. He was an exhibitor, author and officer for many
organizations and societies. He was on the Board of Directors of the Collectors Club of New York and was a
founding member of the American Revenue Association – ARA #2.
Not so well known is that Mort was very generous with his time and made financial contributions to many
organized philatelic endeavors and organizations – frequently making substantial donations anonymously.
In other words, Mort was a good friend to philately.
Morton Dean Joyce was named to the American Philatelic Society Hall of Fame in 2008 and was an initial
inductee in the Fish and Game Collectors Hall of Fame in 2015.
For those of you who may have an unused Tennessee Shell Tax or Fur Tax stamp in your collection – or
perhaps an unused Virginia Elk Hunting stamp – it is quite likely that your stamp was once held in the hands of
Morton Dean Joyce.
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I would like to thank Richard Friedberg, Eric Jackson and the Collectors Club of New York for their time and
assistance in preparing this series of posts. To Mort, I am greatly appreciative of your farsighted method of
stamp collecting – and am especially grateful for your help in obtaining and preserving many of the important
treasures in the fish and game hobby.

